
Abstract. The structural analysis of genomic DNA sequences is
discussed in the framework of the spectral approach, which is
sufficiently universal due to the reciprocal correspondence and
mutual complementarity of Fourier transform length scales.
The spectral characteristics of random sequences of the same
nucleotide composition possess the property of self-averaging
for relatively short sequences of length M5 100 ± 300. Com-
parison with the characteristics of random sequences deter-
mines the statistical significance of the structural features
observed. Apart from traditional applications to the search for
hidden periodicities, spectral methods are also efficient in study-
ing mutual correlations in DNA sequences. By combining spec-
tra for structure factors and correlation functions, not only
integral correlations can be estimated but also their origin
identified. Using the structural spectral entropy approach, the
regularity of a sequence can be quantitatively assessed. A brief
introduction to the problem is also presented and other major
methods of DNA sequence analysis described.

1. Introduction

The rapid growth in the number of determined genomicDNA
sequences and the increase in the speed and memory capacity
of modern computers are two of the most typical features of
science at the end of the 20th century. By March 1999 the
databases contained 3:3� 106 sequences comprising
2:4� 109 nucleotides. The tendency of doubling the data
each 1 ± 1.5 years is expected to persist in the near future (see
Fig. 1). By 2003 the complete human genomic DNA contain-
ing � 3� 109 nucleotides should be determined. Processing
this information requires the combined efforts of not only
geneticists, biologists, biochemists, and physicians but math-
ematicians and programmers as well. From the early 90s,
physicists have also been involved in this activity, and papers
on the subject began to appear in the leading physical
journals. It is worth noting that the laboratories in Los-
Alamos and Livermore, for example, are leaders not only in
physical research but also in the computer analysis of DNA
sequences.

The information stored in genomic DNA should be
reproduced, recognized, read, and serve as a specific pro-
gram for triggering a number of molecular mechanisms. Thus
the functions of various sites in a DNA sequence may also be
essentially different. A primary task in the computer analysis
of DNA sequences is to reveal the reproducible structural
features and to relate them to the corresponding functions. A
variety of ways of molecular evolution and the distinctions in
the environment conditions for different organisms result in a
number of functional-structural relationships. Selection and
fixing such relationships during molecular evolution allows
the use of a system approach based on the comparative
analysis of DNA sequences in the databases.
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To begin with, we describe the databases because almost
all the data (apart from some results ordered by pharmaceu-
tical corporations) are freely accessible via the Internet. A
comprehensive set of data on genomic DNA sequences is
contained inGenBank (Los-Alamos, USA) and the databases
of the European molecular biological laboratory (EMBL,
Heidelberg, Germany) and European Bioinformatics Insti-
tute (a EMBL outstation located near Cambridge, England).
In the general purpose databanks, an accession number is
assigned to each DNA sequence. Apart from the general
purpose databanks, there are more than fifty specialized
databases. A detailed description of them and their URLs
(uniform resource locators) can be found in Refs [1 ± 3].

The bibliography of papers in Russian, which can be used
as an introduction to the subject concerned, is not very
extensive [4 ± 7] and corresponds to the state-of-art up to
1990. From the plenty of relatively recent publications we
could recommend [8 ± 15]. The current bibliography of papers
published since 1992 and oriented to the physical audience
can be found at URL [16].

The subject of the review is primarily determined by our
own studies [17 ± 27] devoted to spectral methods for
structural analysis of DNA sequences. Nevertheless, in the
introductive Section 2 we tried at least briefly to outline the
other main methods for analysis of DNA sequences. The
general scheme for spectral analysis is given in Section 3. As
the applications of the general theory, the search for hidden
periodicities and analysis of correlations in DNA sequences
are considered in Sections 4 and 5, respectively. The variety of
ways of molecular evolution results in significant structural
distinctions even in the functionally similar DNA segments
for different species. As an illustration, we selected only a few
examples but tried to show the reproducible and to some
extent universal structural features.

Before going to the main content of the review, we try to
answer the following questions: Why is it the spectral
approach that we use? What are the advantages and draw-
backs of the approach? Since the Fourier transform is

reversible, from the formal viewpoint we can talk about the
one-to-one mapping of information with the use of Fourier
transform. The mutual complementarity of scales for Fourier
transform allows one to overlap all the characteristic lengths.
This approach also allows unification of the description of the
characteristics not only for symbolic sequences but for spatial
linear chains as well (see Conclusions). Thus using the
spectral approach, we obtain an opportunity to advance a
little farther in studying the relationship between DNA
sequences and protein structures.

As a rule, the studies of structural relationships are closely
connected with the problems of molecular evolution. In
Ref. [28] a scenario is considered involving a block-hierarch-
ical assembly and selection of structural units during
molecular evolution. The spectral analysis allows the devel-
opment of such a scenario in more detail.

Frequently, the statistical significance of the regular
relationships observed turns out rather low, and the verifica-
tion of the relationships often requires a combination of
different methods (see Section 5). Thus, although the spectral
approach is quite universal, in practice it is impossible to use
this method alone. We need the much larger arsenal of
methods partially described in Section 2.

2. Genomic DNA sequences
and analysis of them

From the physical viewpoint, the study of mutual correla-
tions, periodicities, and commensurability ± incommensur-
ability effects in DNA sequences are of the greatest interest.
To interpret these effects, one should be acquainted with the
structure andmolecular biological processesDNA is involved
in.

2.1 Brief molecular biology review
The genetic information on the development of an organism
is stored in the long biopolymeric nucleic acid macromole-
cules [29 ± 31]. The structural subunits of the nucleic acids are
called nucleotides, which are large molecular complexes
consisting of a nitrogen-containing base, a five-carbon sugar
residuum, and a phosphate group. In accordance with the two
kinds of sugars, there exist desoxyribonucleic acid (DNA)
and ribonucleic acid (RNA). ADNAmolecule contains bases
of four kinds, namely, adenine (A), guanine (G), cytosine (C),
and thymine (T). In RNA, thymines are replaced by uracils
(U). In pentose rings of sugars the carbons are numbered in
accordance with a standard rule. During polymerization, a
covalent bond is formed between the 3 0 group of the sugar
residuum of one nucleotide and the 5 0 group of another.
Therefore the beginning of the nucleotide sequence is called
the 5 0 end, and its termination the 3 0 end. Apart from some
viruses, the genetic information is stored in double-stranded
DNA in which each adenine is bound with a thymine by two
hydrogen bonds and each guanine is boundwith a cytosine by
three hydrogen bonds.

During analysis, different nucleotides are often combined
into binary groups, for example, purines R � �A;G� and
pyrimidines Y � �C;TorU�, as well as the groups differing in
the bond strength, W � �A;T� and S � �C;G�, or in the
physico-chemical properties, the so-called ketone-amino
subdivision, K � �G;T� and M � �A;C�.

Double-stranded DNA can exist in an A form, which is a
right-handed helix with a pitch of l ' 10:8 base pairs (in the
following l is measured in base pairs for double-stranded
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Figure 1. Increase in the number of DNA sequences determined (shaded

bars) and nucleotides in them (white bars).
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molecules and in bases for single-stranded molecules), in a B
form, which is also a right-handed helix �l ' 10:2ÿ10:5�, and
a Z form, which is a left-handed helix �l ' 12:0�. The
characteristic feature of the Z form is the alternation of
purines and pyrimidines, RYRY. . . Commonly, DNA is in
the B form, however, in genomic DNA the local dynamic
transitions B ±A and B±Z may occur under certain condi-
tions (depending on the salt concentrations, the level of
supercoiling, etc.).

Biologists make a distinction between prokaryotic and
eukaryotic cells, the latter being at a higher level of evolution.
Unlike the prokaryotic cells, the eukaryotic cells have a
nucleus (`karyon' means `nucleus' in ancient Greek). The
compact DNA packing in a nucleus is achieved by a specific
hierarchical folding. At the first level of compactization the
eukaryotic DNA is assembled into nucleosome units where
fragments of 146 base pairs are wound around protein
molecular complexes composed of histones. Between the
DNA fragments fixed in such a manner there are connective
DNA fragments. The length of DNA in the nucleosomes
varies within the range l � 200� 40. Then, the nucleosomes
are assembled into a 30 nm solenoid-like fibril. The pitch of
the solenoid is of about six nucleosomes. On the third level of
compactization the loops of fibrils are formed. The length of
the loops varies over a wide range, l ' 2� 104ÿ105. Finally,
on the fourth level of compactization the loops are stowed.
Within the quasi-regular stowage, units composed of � 10
loops can be distinguished.

The bending rigidity of double-stranded DNA is char-
acterized in terms of Kuhn length, lKuhn [32]. For typical
physiological conditions lKuhn ' 300ÿ340. Instead, the
sometimes persistent length is used, lpers � 0:5lKuhn. It is seen
that for the mean length of a DNA fragment in a nucleosome,
lnucl, the inequalities lpers < lnucl < lKuhn hold. The Kuhn
length for single-stranded DNA is much smaller,
lKuhn ' 12ÿ14.

In prokaryotic organisms a considerable amount of DNA
codes for proteins. First, using the codingDNAas a template,
an RNA, which is called a messenger RNA or mRNA, is
synthesized. This process is called a transcription. Further,
the protein molecule is synthesized on mRNA in accordance
with the universal genetic code. This process is called
translation. During translation, each nucleotide triplet
corresponds to one amino acid, and the sequence of amino
acids forms a protein molecule. Usually only one of the DNA
strands codes for proteins. The beginning of translation is
determined by the initiating codone (as a rule, ATG) and a
specifically recognized region preceding the initiating codone.
The end of translation is determined by the terminating
codones (TAA, TAG or TGA). Since there exist only 20
different amino acids, the genetic code is degenerate.

The three-dimensional structure of proteins also has a
strongly pronounced hierarchical character (see, e.g., Ref.
[33]). The primary level (or a primary structure) is usually
identified with the amino acid sequence. The secondary
structure of proteins characterizes the spatial arrangement
of atoms within separate regions of the main chain of a
protein molecule, and the tertiary structure is the character-
istic manner of space folding for the entire protein molecule
[33, 34]. The basic elements of secondary structure are a-
helices and approximately flat b-sheets [32 ± 34]. The pitch of
an a-helix is composed of approximately 3:6� 0:2 amino
acids, and the characteristic property of the b-sheets is the
alternation of hydrogen bonds. As a rule, the elements of

secondary structure are composed of � 8ÿ20 amino acids
and are connected with each other by connective coil-like
fragments. The total number of amino acids in protein
molecules varies within the range � 70ÿ2000 (� 200ÿ300
on the average).

In eukaryotic genomes there are three classes of DNA
sequences [29, 31, 35], namely, a satellite DNA consisting of
multiple repeats, moderately repetitive sequences scattered
over the genome, and unique sequences. The satellite DNA
serves for the correct structural organization of chromo-
somes. The moderately repetitive sequences play in part a
structural role and in part a regulatory role. Some families of
repeats are so specific that they can be used as `genetic
fingerprints' [6]. A fraction of the unique DNA codes for
proteins. In mammals, the fraction of unique DNA is rather
small, � 2ÿ3%. A characteristic feature of the eukaryotic
protein-coding DNA is its split character, i.e., the coding
regions (exons) alternate with the non-coding regions
(introns). At the first stage, the corresponding RNA copy is
wound around a protein core thereby forming ribonucleo-
protein particles (RNP particles), which consist of RNA
fragments of length � 600 nucleotides and are joined by
connective fragments of length � 100 bases. Then introns
are snipped out, and stitched exons form an mRNA. This
process is called splicing. The proportions between the three
above-mentioned classes of DNA sequences vary over a wide
range, � 10ÿ50%, for different species.

Dynamically binding with DNA (the process is often
cooperative), the regulatory proteins change the character of
chromatin packing and `turn on' (or `turn off') different genes
[29 ± 31]. The lengths of contacts vary within the range
lcontact � 5ÿ100.

Some characteristic lengths for eukaryotic genomes are
related to other dynamic processes such as a site-specific
recombination, when DNA fragments are incorporated into
and excised from the genome, and crossing over, when an
exchange of fragments between homologous chromosomes
occurs [29]. These lengths vary over a very wide range and
require a separate analysis.

A complete list of the characteristic lengths is given in
Table 1. Some characteristic lengths are quite conservative,
while the others vary within rather wide ranges. It is essential
that the peculiarities of a DNA molecular structure, the
packing mechanisms, and the processes, in which DNA is
involved, are reflected in the DNA sequences in one way or
another [36, 37]. The differences in the structure and physico-
chemical properties of different bases result in the energetic
and functional non-equivalence of the double-stranded DNA
molecules with different nucleotide sequences. The sequences
acquiring some energetic and/or functional advantages, have,
in turn, a preference in the process of evolutionary selection.
For example, regular insertions of fragments consisting of
several adenines result in a bend of double-stranded DNA
[38 ± 40]. It is easier to pack such DNA into nucleosomes. On
the other hand, one could expect a quasi-regular packing in
nucleosomes be displayed as a hidden periodicity in the DNA
sequences (this effect is really observed [26]).

The functional distinctions between different DNA
segments result in a characteristic heterogeneity of the
structure and structural characteristics along the DNA
sequences (in the following the heterogeneity is called the
`segmentation effects'). At the first stage, the problem consists
in recognizing the different elements of such a mosaic
structure. Next, it is necessary to find whether or not some
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coupling exists between different elements of the mosaic
structure, and if it exists, what molecular mechanisms are
responsible for it. In Section 2.2 we briefly describe the main
methods for analysis of DNA sequences.

2.2 Methods for statistical analysis
of genomic DNA sequences
First of all let us settle a terminology. The lengths l < 10 we
consider as small, the lengths 104 l < 103 as middle, and the
lengths l5 103 as large. The length l � 10 corresponds to the
pitch of a DNA double helix, l � 103 is the mean size of a
gene, this length covers several nucleosomes, etc. (see Table 1).
One of the natural scales is also the total length of a genomic
sequence. This classification is used in Section 5. The terms
`an order' and `ordering' are used in a sense which is
traditional for physics, i.e., the terms reflect the existence of
statistically significant correlations on given scales. In this
sense `the long-range order' includes the large-scale density
variations, non-damping periodic oscillations, and tandem
repeating of long random sequences as well.

The simplest approach to the statistical analysis of DNA
sequences consists in the calculation of occurrence numbers
or frequencies for different nucleotide combinations,
fN1 . . .Nlg, N 2 �A;C;G;T�, when the sequence is subdi-
vided into overlapping fragments of length l [5 ± 9, 41 ± 45] (in
information theory such combinations are called l-grams
[46]). For local analysis, the frequencies are calculated for

combinations within a window which is of widthW and slides
along a sequence; then, the frequencies are processed with the
help of the statistical tables. Since for four nucleotides the
number of different l-grams is equal to 4 l and grows
exponentially with the length l, in applications the length l is
usually chosen to be rather small, l4 6 (46 � 4096).

If the occurrence numbers of nucleotide combinations of
length l are divided by the total number of fragments in a
sequence (for a sequence of length M this number equals
Mÿ l� 1), such frequencies can be considered as probabil-
itiesP�N1 . . .Nl� and analyzed in the framework of aMarkov
chain formalism [5 ± 7, 47 ± 50] with the use of the well-known
formula in probability theory [51]:

P�N1 . . .Nlÿ1jNl� � P�N1 . . .Nl�
P�N1 . . .Nlÿ1� ; �2:1�

where P�N1 . . .Nlÿ1jNl� is the conditional probability of the
event such that the nucleotides N1 . . .Nlÿ1 are followed byNl,
P�N1 . . .Nl� and P�N1 . . .Nlÿ1� are the probabilities for
combinations N1 . . .Nl and N1 . . .Nlÿ1, respectively. If there
exists a number r such that the probability (2.1) does not
depend on r for lÿ 15 r, we can talk about a Markov chain
of order r.

In terms of information theory [46], using the probabilities
P�N1 . . .Nl�, we can calculate an entropy of order l,

Hl � ÿ
X

fN1...Nlg
P�N1 . . .Nl� log2 P�N1 . . .Nl� ; �2:2�

where the summation is performed over all l-grams, a specific
entropy

Gl � Hl

l
�2:3�

and a redundancy

Rl � 1ÿHl

2l
: �2:4�

The redundancy Rl characterizes the deviations from the
completely random sequences in which all nucleotides occur
with the same probability. Examples of calculations of these
quantities can be found in Refs [5, 52 ± 57].

The approaches based on both Markov chain and
information theory can only be used provided the inequality
Mÿ l� 14 4 l holds; in addition, both approaches implicitly
assume a statistical homogeneity along a sequence. However,
in the real genomic sequences there are segmentation effects
which become pronounced atM5 102ÿ103. Because of these
effects, the approaches are applicable only for sufficiently
small l (see also a critical analysis of the problem in Refs [54,
56]). Thus, the methods may only reveal small-scale correla-
tions.

Middle-scale correlations can be analyzed with the help
of correlation functions [17, 18, 23, 58, 59] or mutual
information functions [60, 61]. These functions are defined
in Section 3, therefore, we do not dwell on them here.

When studying large-scale density variations, the binary
subdivision on purines R � �A;G� and pyrimidines
Y � �C;T� is most commonly used. Further, a DNA
sequence is split into segments of length l and the root-
mean-square difference between the purine and pyrimidine
numbers,


�
NR�l� ÿNY�l�

�
2
�
1=2, are calculated for different l

[62 ± 71]. If the purines and pyrimidines are considered to

Table 1. Characteristic lengths in genomic DNA sequences (in base pairs
for double-strandedmolecules and in bases for single-strandedmolecules).

Mechanism Length, l

The structure of a DNA helix

Alteration of purines and pyrimidines in Z form
Helix pitch for B form
Helix pitch for A form
Helix pitch for Z form

2
10.2 ë 10.5
10.8
12.0

Chromatin compactization

Nucleosome
Helix pitch for a 30 nm ébril
Loops
Sub-unit composed of loops

200� 40

�200� 40� � 6

2� 104ÿ105
� 10 loops

Bending ability

Kuhn length for double-stranded DNA
Kuhn length for single-stranded DNA

300 ë 400
12 ë 14

Protein structure

Codon (corresponds to one amino acid)
Pitch for an a-helix
Alternation of hydrogen bonds in a b-sheet
Lengths of elements of a secondary structure
Protein lengths

3
�3:6� 0:2� � 3

2:0� 3

�8ÿ20� � 3

�70ÿ2000� � 3

Intervening structure of protein-coding regions for eukaryots

Exons
Introns
Packing of heteronuclear RNA into RNP particles

50 ë 400
50ÿ5� 104

600� 100

The total lengths of genomes

DNA viruses
Bacteria
Plants
Amphibia
Birds
Mammals

5� 103ÿ5� 105

7� 105ÿ107
108ÿ1011
6� 108ÿ1011
7� 108ÿ2� 109

�2ÿ3� � 109
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correspond to the numbers �1 and ÿ1, respectively, such a
model can be mapped onto the model of a random walk. In
Ref. [62] the hypothesis was stated that such a randomwalk is
fractal. In this case


�NR�l� ÿNY�l��2
�
1=2 / l a, where a is a

constant exponent different from 0.5. Now this hypothesis is
rejected bymost of scientists, because a is shown to depend on
l [19, 63 ± 65]. It is essential that a varies considerably when a
sequence is split into several large segments and then a is
calculated for each separate segment [65, 69]. In Ref. [66] it
was shown that in exon-intron sequences the effective value of
a is little affected by random rearrangements of introns. Thus,
even though the difference between a and 0.5 is considerable,
the question remains of a character of the large-scale
correlations observed. In Refs [64 ± 66] a model is suggested
where a large-scale mosaic structure is considered, but the
correlations between the elements of the mosaic are absent.
However, in Refs [20, 27] it was shown that a non-trivial
structural coupling exists between the elements (see also
Section 5). The large-scale segmentation in DNA sequences
can be investigated with the use of a technique with sliding
windows [5] or wavelet transformation [72 ± 76].

When chromosomal DNA is colored by dyes sensitive to
S � �G;C� or W � �A;T�, large-scale compositional varia-
tions with scales ofL � 105ÿ106 are observed [29, 77]. InRef.
[78] a model of a hidden random walk was suggested to
explain the effects. To begin with, in such a model a random
value of w is chosen within the interval 1=34w4 2=3. Let at
the initial moment of time some initial value w0 be chosen.
Then, w takes one of the values w0 ÿ Dw or w0 � Dw with
probabilities 1=2. On the boundaries of the interval the value
ofw remains constant. Afterm successive steps, the value ofw
will be equal to wm, which, in turn, determines the probability
P�wm� that the mth site will be occupied by the nucleotide W.
The function P�w� and the increment Dw are adjusted to
match the experimental data. If the initial value w0 is within
the interval 1=2 < w0 < 2=3, then for approximately
L � �w0 ÿ 1=2�=Dw� �2 steps an increased probability for
sites to be occupied by nucleotides W persists. In the interval
1=3 < w0 < 1=2 the opposite situation will be observed. In
this model the mean size of regions with increased content of
W or S is approximately equal to hLi � �1=3ÿ 1=2�=Dw� �2,
however, the density variations within different regions of
length � L are uncorrelated. Detailed analysis of these
correlations has not been carried out yet.

As is seen, the analysis of correlations at different scales is
carried out by essentially different methods. Therefore, there
is a problem concerning the development of a universal
technique suitable for analysis at all scales. In the following
sections we show that such a problem can be solved within the
framework of a spectral approach.

3. Spectral analysis of DNA sequences

Spectral methods for analysis of DNA sequences are
commonly used to reveal hidden periodicities [21, 26, 79 ±
85], to study the correlations between different sequences [23,
27, 86 ± 89], and to investigate long-range correlations [19, 27,
60, 90]. A general introduction to these methods can be found
in Ref. [91]. The use of the Fourier transform allows one to
obtain statistical criteria that already possess a self-averaging
property for relatively short sequences of length
M5 100ÿ200. Beginning from these lengths, a segmenta-
tion in the genomic DNA sequences is observed (see Table 1).
Therefore, within the framework of such a technique we can

study both the separate elements of mosaic structure and the
coupling between the elements. The strategy is to compare the
observed characteristics for real sequences with that for
random sequences with the same nucleotide composition.
The last item is important when revealing segmentation
effects as well as the effects of the compositional variations
arising in the evolution and in consequence of the differences
in the environmental conditions for different organisms. We
show in the following that in this way one can obtain quite
convenient and universal criteria for structural regularity.
The criteria do not depend on the nucleotide composition
thereby allowing to compare the structural characteristics of
DNA sequences with the different nucleotide compositions.
For the most part, in this section our exposition follows
[17, 18].

3.1 General theory
Consider a DNA sequence of lengthM. It can be described in
terms of a position function:

rm; a � 1; if a nucleotide of a type a occupies the mth site ;
0 otherwise ;

�
�3:1�

where a 2 �A;C;G;T�, m � 1; . . . ;M. The Fourier harmo-
nics corresponding to nucleotides of type a are defined as

ra�qn� �Mÿ1=2XM
m�1

rm; a exp�ÿiqnm� ;

qn � 2pn
M

; n � 0; 1; . . . ;Mÿ 1 : �3:2�

The inverse transformation is given by

rm; a �Mÿ1=2 XMÿ1
n�0

ra�qn� exp�iqnm� ; m � 1; . . . ;M :

�3:3�
The zeroth Fourier harmonic does not contain any positional
information and is determined only by the total number of
nucleotides, Na,

ra�0� �
Na

M 1=2
: �3:4�

In the following the main characteristics are expressed in
terms of the elements of a matrix structure factor,

Fab�qn� � ra�qn� r�b�qn� �3:5�

(henceforth the asterisk denotes complex conjugation). Using
the Wiener ± Khinchin relationship, one can relate the
elements of the structure factors Fab�qn� with that of the pair
correlation functions,

Kab�m0� �Mÿ1 XMÿ1
n�0

Fab�qn� exp�ÿiqnm0� ;

m0 � 0; . . . ;Mÿ 1 : �3:6�
Using definitions (3.2) and (3.3), the correlation functions can
be written as

Kab�m0� �Mÿ1XM
m�1

r c
m; a r

c
m�m0; b ; �3:7�
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where

r c
m; a �

rm; a ; if 14m4M ;

rmÿM; a ; if M� 14m4 2Mÿ 1 :

�
�3:8�

Since the functions rm; a are real-valued, it follows that

r�a�qn� � ra�2pÿ qn� : �3:9�

This relationship, in its turn, imposes the following symmetry
conditions on the elements of the structure factors and
correlation functions:

Fab�qn� � Fba�2pÿ qn� ;

Kab�m0� � Kba�Mÿm0� : �3:10�

If a � b, conditions (3.10) allow one to take into considera-
tion only the left half-spectra, 14 n4N, 14m0 4N, where

N �
�
M

2

�
; �3:11�

and the square brackets denote the integral part of the
number.

Since each position in a sequence is occupied by only one
nucleotide, we have the equalitiesX

a

rm; a � 1 ; �3:12�
X
a

ra�qn� � 0 �n 6� 0� : �3:13�

These restrictions express the excluded-volume effects and
result in non-trivial correlations even for random sequences.
From (3.13) it follows that F11�qn� � F22�qn� for binary
sequences.

An important property of the theory is the existence of a
number of exact sum rules. Below we make use of the
following sum rules:

�Fab � �Mÿ 1�ÿ1
XMÿ1
n�1

Fab�qn� � dabNa ÿNaNb=M

Mÿ 1
; �3:14�

�Kab � �Mÿ 1�ÿ1
XMÿ1
m0�1

Kab�m0� � NaNb ÿ dabNb

M�Mÿ 1� ; �3:15�

XMÿ1
m0�1

�
Kab�m0� ÿ �Kab

��
Kgd�m0� ÿ �Kgd

�
�Mÿ1 XMÿ1

n�1

�
Fab�qn� ÿ �Fab

��
F �gd�qn� ÿ �F

�
gd

�
; �3:16�

where dab is the Kronecker delta. As is seen from (3.14) and
(3.15), for sequences with the fixed nucleotide composition
the mean characteristics �Fab and �Kab are identical.

Because the Fourier transform is completely reversible,
each structural feature of a DNA sequence corresponds to
some counterpart in the spectra for structure factors and
correlation functions. For example, a periodicity results in the
periodic variations in K�m0� and a series of equidistant peaks
for F�qn� (see Section 4). As another example, we consider an
elementary variant of segmentation when adenines occupy
sites from 1 up to L, while the other nucleotides are located

beyond this region. Then we obtain

FAA�qn� � sin2�qnL=2�
M sin2�qn=2�

; �3:17�

where a characteristic growth is seen in the region of small
wave numbers, qn 4 1=L. For correlation functions with
a � b and finite correlation radius rc we have

DK�m0� � K�m0� ÿ �K / exp

�
ÿm0

rc

�
� exp

�
ÿMÿm0

rc

�
;

�3:18�

hence,

DF�qn� /
�
1ÿ exp

�
ÿM

rc

��
cos qn ÿ exp�ÿ1=rc�
cosh�1=rc� ÿ cos qn

: �3:19�

The corresponding half-spectra for M � 100 are shown in
Fig. 2 for a case of correlations. When anticorrelations arise,
it is necessary to change the signs of DK and DF.

In genome formation, important roles are played by both
the direct duplication of DNA fragments and the duplication
of inverted and complementary fragments [4, 41]. Let the
Fourier harmonics for an initial sequence be determined by
(3.2). Then to obtain the inverted sequence, we have to change
the beginning and the end, hence [21],

r I
a�qn� � exp�ÿiqn� ra�2pÿ qn� ; �3:20�

where r I
a�qn� are the Fourier harmonics for the inverted

sequence. If a sequence is composed of direct and inverted
fragments, then it is invariant with respect to inversion. In this
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Figure 2.Dependences for the deviations of Fourier harmonic amplitudes

DF and correlation functionsDK from their mean values for different radii

of correlations.
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case it immediately follows from (3.20) that ra�p� � 0. The
complementary sequence is obtained from an initial sequence
by inversion and the replacements A$ T, G$ C. There-
fore, for a sequence composed of direct and complementary
fragments, the following equalities hold:

FAA�qn� � FTT�qn� ; FCC�qn� � FGG�qn� : �3:21�
Thus, the spectral analysis allows, in principle, to reveal all the
structural features of the analyzed DNA sequence.

3.2 Statistical characteristics for random sequences
In the genomic DNA sequences, all regular features are
observed on a strong random background caused by point
mutations (this is the main source of random modifications
[4, 29]), insertions, deletions, translocations, etc. Therefore,
the statistical significance of the regular features observed
should be estimated with respect to the corresponding
characteristics for random DNA sequences with the same
nucleotide composition.

The statistical distribution for Fourier harmonics can be
obtained by averaging the characteristic function (see, e.g.,
Refs [51, 92])

Z � exp

�
i
X
a

XMÿ1
n�1

ua�qn� ra�qn�
�

�3:22�

over an ensemble of random realizations of sequences with
fixed total numbers of nucleotides fNag. It is convenient to
consider the auxiliary variables ua�qn� to obey the conditions

u�a�qn� � ua�2pÿ qn� ; �3:23�

which are analogous to (3.9). The different products of
Fourier harmonics are obtained by the differentiation of Z
with respect to the auxiliary variables ua�qn� with subsequent
equating ua�qn� to zero, e.g.,

ra�qn� �
qZ

iqua�qn�
����
ua�0

; �3:24�

etc. Using definitions (3.1) and (3.2), we rewrite Z in the form

Z �
Y
a

YM
m�1
�1� rm; a zm; a� ; �3:25�

zm; a � exp

�
iMÿ1=2 XMÿ1

n�1
ua�qn� exp�ÿiqnm�

�
ÿ 1 : �3:26�

Thus, the problem is reduced to averaging the different
products of rm; a.

The averaging is performed with the use of simple
combinatorial considerations and the result is given by�YnA

k1�1
rmk1

;A

YnC
k2�1

rmk2
;C

YnG
k3�1

rmk3
;G

YnT
k4�1

rmk4
;T

�

� CMÿnAÿnCÿnGÿnT
NAÿnA ;NCÿnC;NGÿnG;NTÿnT

CM
NA;NC;NG;NT

; �3:27�

C m
nA; nC; nG; nT

� m!

nA! nC! nG! nT!
;

nA � nC � nG � nT � m ; 0! � 1 : �3:28�
Here the angular brackets denote averaging over the
ensemble of random realizations, all the subscripts

fmk1g; . . . ; fmk4g are assumed to be different due to
excluded-volume effects, na is the total number of position
functions for nucleotides of type a, andNa is the total number
of nucleotides of type a in sequences of length M. The right-
hand side in (3.27) is equal to the ratio of two combinatorial
factors, i.e., CM

NA ;NC;NG;NT
, which is the total number of

different random realizations, and

CMÿnAÿnCÿnGÿnT
NAÿnA;NCÿnC;NGÿnG;NTÿnT ;

which is equal to the total number of realizations provided
that nA positions are occupied by nucleotides A, and
analogously for nC, nG and nT [it is the positions that enter
the left-hand side in (3.27)].

Straightforward calculation of the lowest-order averages
with qn 6� 0 gives:


ra�qn�
� � 0 ; �3:29�


ra�qn�ra�qn 0 �
� � �Fab ; qn � qn 0 � 2p ;

0; qn � qn 0 6� 2p ;

�
�3:30�

where �Fab is defined by (3.14). Equality (3.30) reflects an
important quasi-ergodic property, namely, averaging over an
ensemble is asymptotically equivalent to averaging over a
spectrum. Provided that M4 1, NA 4 1; . . . ;NT 4 1, and
taking into account (3.23), we can prove that the following
expression for hZi can be used in the main approximation
with respect toMÿ1=2 [17, 18]:

hZi � exp

�
ÿ
X
a;b

XN
n�1

�Fab ua�qn� u�b�qn�
�
; �3:31�

where N is given by (3.11). Using (3.31), we can obtain a
number of useful particular criteria for regularity.

Mutual correlations. The correlations in the positions of
different nucleotides are characterized in terms of a cross
correlation coefficient [51, 92],

k�FabjFgd; Mÿ 1� �

�
XMÿ1
n�1

�
Fab�qn� ÿ �Fab

��
F�gd�qn� ÿ �F �gd

�
�Mÿ 1� s�Fab� s�Fgd� ; �3:32�

s2�Fab; Mÿ 1� �
XMÿ1
n�1

�
Fab�qn� ÿ �Fab

��
F �ab�qn� ÿ �F �ab

�
Mÿ 1

:

�3:33�
If k approaches unity, then the nucleotides become comple-
tely correlated, while if k vanishes, then correlations are
absent. Similar characteristics can be defined for correlation
functions (3.7) as well, however, from the exact sum rule
(3.16) it follows that

s�Kab; Mÿ 1� � s�Fab; Mÿ 1�
M 1=2

; �3:34�

k�KabjKgd; Mÿ 1� � k�FabjFgd; Mÿ 1� : �3:35�

Using the asymptotic equivalence of averaging over the
ensemble and over the spectrum, for random sequences we
obtain



k�FabjFgd; Mÿ 1�� � �Fag �Fdb

� �Faa �Fbb �Fgg �Fdd�1=2
; �3:36�
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in particular, if a 6� b, we have

k�FaajFbb; Mÿ 1�� � hkabi � NaNb

�MÿNa��MÿNb� : �3:37�

Equation (3.37) has a simple physical interpretation. The
correlation coefficient hk�FaajFbb; Mÿ 1�i is equal to the
probability of simultaneously finding nucleotides of type a
in the positions free from nucleotides of type b and vice versa.
It is seen that the excluded-volume effects result in non-trivial
correlations between different nucleotides even in random
sequences. The root-mean-square deviations from the aver-
age value of the correlation coefficient can be estimated as [93]
�

Dk�FaajFbb; Mÿ 1��2� � 
�Dkab�2� � 1

N
: �3:38�

We do not present here the correction terms for (3.38) due to
the finite value of the correlation coefficient [23]. It is essential
that these corrections are negative, hence, (3.38) can only
strengthen the estimate for the statistical significance of the
normalized deviation,�

k�FaajFbb; Mÿ 1� ÿ hkabi
��

2h�Dkab�2i
�
1=2

;

which has a Gaussian distribution for random sequences.
Distribution of harmonic amplitudes. Taking into account

that the characteristic function and multivariate distribution
function are related to each other by the Fourier transform
[51, 92] and using (3.31), we can obtain a distribution function
for harmonic amplitudes in the random spectra [the ampli-
tudes are equal to the diagonal elements of the structure
factor (3.5)]. The probability that the amplitude of the nth
harmonic lies between Faa�qn� and Faa�qn� � dFaa�qn� is

p
ÿ
Faa�qn�

�
dFaa�qn� � exp�ÿfn; aa� dfn; aa ; �3:39�

fn; aa � Faa�qn�
�Faa

: �3:40�

Distribution function (3.39) is the Rayleigh distribution [51],
which is every bit as universal in spectral analysis as is the
Gaussian distribution for real random variables.

As is seen from (3.39), the probability that some harmonic
exceeds a value Faa is given by

P
�
Faa�qn� > Faa

	 � �1
Faa

p�F 0aa� dF 0aa � exp

�
ÿFaa

�Faa

�
: �3:41�

This also means that in the half-spectrum the average number
of harmonics with amplitudes exceeding Faa is equal to

hnai � N exp

�
ÿFaa

�Faa

�
�3:42�

[here we take into account that only N harmonics are
statistically independent in accordance with (3.10) and
(3.11)]. The condition hnai � 1 determines the characteristic
value of amplitudes for singular outbursts in the random
spectra,

Faa;max � �Faa lnN : �3:43�

Structural entropy of a sequence. The cross correlation
coefficients (3.32) characterize only the mutual positions of
nucleotides but not the ordering of a sequence. Indeed, two
almost identical random sequences are strongly correlated
while remaining random. The integral ordering of a sequence
can be estimated in terms of the structural entropy

Sa � ÿ
XMÿ1
n�1

fn; aa ln fn; aa ; �3:44�

where fn; aa are defined by (3.40). Taking into account that
f fn; aag obey the sum rule (3.14),

XMÿ1
n�1

fn; aa � const ; �3:45�

it is easily seen that under the condition (3.45) Sa attains a
maximum when the distribution of amplitudes in the
spectrum is strictly uniform. Since the heights of Fourier
harmonics are distributed over a spectrum more uniformly
for random sequences than for regular ones (see below), we
see that Sa may serve as an approximate measure of ordering.

Averaging Sa with the use of the probability distribution
function (3.39), we obtain the mean structural entropy for
random sequences:

hSairandom � ÿ�1ÿ C��Mÿ 1� ; �3:46�

where C � 0:577215 . . . is the Euler constant. To determine
the standard deviations, we have to take into account the
correlation between harmonics with different qn; calculation
gives


�DSa�2
�
random

' �0:5797 . . .��Mÿ 1�.
The total structural entropy is given by

S �
X
a

Sa : �3:47�

To compare the regularity of sequences of different lengths, it
is convenient to introduce the relative structural entropy
DSrel � �hSirandom ÿ S�=jhSirandomj, because for regular
deviations from randomness we have hSirandom ÿ S /
�Mÿ 1�, hence, DSrel does not depend on M. For random
sequences DSrel / �Mÿ 1�ÿ1=2, this value is small for suffi-
ciently large M. Since DSrel is approximately independent of
sequence length and nucleotide composition, it follows that
this characteristic can be used as a universal measure of
structural regularity for various sequences. Examples of
applications of relative structural entropy can be found in
Refs [19, 24].

3.3 Examples of spectra for genomic DNA sequences
As an illustration, we consider the structure factor spectra for
the genomic DNA sequence of the bacteriophage PHIX174
(the accession numbers in EMBL database are V01128 and
J02482). On the one hand, the molecular-biological structure
of this genome is well-studied [29, 94, 95], and on the other
hand, the genomic sequence possesses some universal
features, which are discussed here and in the following
sections. The genome of PHIX174 is represented by a single-
stranded circular DNA of length M � 5386 with the nucleo-
tide composition NA � 1291, NC � 1157, NG � 1254,
NT � 1684. The genome is composed of 11 different genes,
two of which are compound and some others are partially
overlapping.
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In the following we consider only the diagonal elements of
the structure factor (3.5). The corresponding half-spectra for
the normalized harmonics (3.40) are shown in Fig. 3. All the
Fourier spectra are plotted against the number n of wave
numbers qn � 2pn=M for reasons which are explained in
Section 4. To calculate the formal periods, we can use the
relationship p �M=n. The inserts in Fig. 3 show the regions
of small wave numbers, where we can observe the effects of
large-scale segmentation [see (3.17)], and the vicinity of high
peaks corresponding to periodicity p � 3, which is a universal
feature of protein-coding regions (see Section 4.3). These
peaks have a small half-width of � 1ÿ2 harmonics, indicat-
ing that the periodicity is not damping, and the peaks for fAA

and fTT have a characteristic split structure.
Below we use the following result obtained in Ref. [18].

Let k � 2; 3; . . . be a sequence of integers. If n=M is in the
vicinity of 1=k and m runs from 1 to M, then the number of
modulations in the envelope of the maxima of cos�qnm�
(where qn � 2pn=M) is equal to

ns � jknÿMj : �3:48�

The transition from the period k to k� 1 occurs at n such that

�k� 1�nÿM �Mÿ kn : �3:49�

Modulational superperiods can be observed if within the
interval

ÿ
2p=�k� 1�, 2p=k� there exist at least two different

wave numbers qn, e.g., under the following condition:

1

k
ÿ 1

k� 1
>

1

M
: �3:50�

In particular, the highest harmonic n � 1795 for fAA results in
a unique modulational superperiod, and the highest harmo-

nics n � 1797 for fGG and fTT generate five modulational
superperiods.

Figure 4 shows the dependences for a fraction of
harmonics N� f �=N with the amplitudes exceeding a given
threshold value f. It is seen in Fig. 4 that only slightly more
than ten harmonics deviate from the exponential distribution
(3.42) for random sequences.

For correlation functions (3.6), (3.7) it is convenient to use
the variables

Kaa�m0� � Kaa�m0� ÿ �Kaa�
2

�DKaa�2

��1=2 ; �3:51�

where �Kaa is given by (3.15) and


�DKaa�2
� � �F 2

aa

M
: �3:52�

For random sequences, we can consider Kaa�m0� with
different m0 to be approximately independent Gaussian
variables. The general view of the corresponding half-spectra
is given in Fig. 5 and in more detail in Fig. 6. Oscillations with
period p � 3 are clearly seen in the left panel of Fig. 6. The
right panel of Fig. 6 shows the current standard deviations
averaged over 100 sites,

~s �
�
100ÿ1

Xm0�99

m 0
0
�m0

K2aa�m0�
�1=2

; �3:53�

where m0 � 1; 101; 201; . . . ;M=2. In the region m0 � 500
corresponding to the mean gene length, we observe a
characteristic decrease in the standard deviations, however
for T, large-scale variations with a scale comparable to the
total genome lengthM are also clearly seen.
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Figure 3. Half-spectra for the normalized diagonal elements of the structure factor [see (3.5) and (3.40)] calculated for the genomic DNA of the

bacteriophage PHIX174.
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The relative structural entropies (see the definition at the
end of Section 3.2) for the PHIX174 genome are equal to

DSrel;A � 1:41� 10ÿ1 ; DSrel;C � ÿ1:75� 10ÿ3 ;

DSrel;G � 1:20� 10ÿ1 ; DSrel;T � 2:25� 10ÿ1 ;

DSrel � 1:28� 10ÿ1 :

Only for A, G, and T do the deviations from mean random
values appear to be statistically significant. The values of
DSrel vary considerably for different genes [19].

This example shows that the structural characteristics for
different nucleotides may strongly differ in genomic DNA
sequences. Thus, we should always begin with the analysis for
all four nucleotides. Only at the next stage can we combine
different nucleotides to obtain the binary sequences.

4. Hidden periodicities
in genomic DNA sequences

In Section 2.1 we have already pointed out the important role
of repeated DNA fragments in genomes of higher organisms
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[29, 31, 35]. In the hidden form, the repeats modified by
random mutations, insertions, deletions, etc. are typical for
almost all genomic DNA sequences. In part, this is due to the
periodicity in the double-stranded DNA structure, the
approximately periodic structure of nucleosomes and 30-nm
fibrils, etc. [38 ± 40]. Some periodicities like the periodicity
p � 3, which is inherent to the protein-coding regions [5, 41,
45], have, probably, an evolutionary origin related to the
genetic code [96, 97]. Other periodicities in protein-coding
regions can be related to the regularity and segmentation of
protein secondary structure elements [98, 99]. Some applica-
tions of these ideas are outlined in Ref. [22]. Some periodi-
cities can be explained by the repeating sites for cooperative
binding of DNAwith the regulatory proteins [29]. Finally, we
mention the periodicities related to the evolutionary selection
and subsequent duplication of some structures [4, 28, 29]. In
this section we describe a general technique [21, 26], which is
based on the spectral approach, for identifying hidden
periodicities.

4.1 Structural features of hidden periodicities in genomic
DNA sequences
To begin with, consider an idealized case where a fragment of
length L is repeated Np times, i.e., M � LNp. The Fourier
harmonics (3.2) for such a sequence can be written as

ra�qn�

� ra; repeat�qn�
�
1� exp�ÿiqnL� � . . .� exp

�ÿi�Npÿ 1�qnL
�	

N
1=2
p

;

�4:1�

ra; repeat�qn� � Lÿ1=2
XL
m�1

rm; a exp�ÿiqnL� ;

qn � 2pn
M

; n � 0; 1; . . . ;Mÿ 1 : �4:2�

Hence, for diagonal elements of the structure factor (3.5) we
obtain

Faa�qn� � Faa; repeat�qn� sin2�qnLNp=2�
Np sin

2�qnL=2�
: �4:3�

It is easily seen from (4.3) that the repeats of length L result in
a series of Lÿ 1 equidistant peaks at qn � pk=L,
k � 1; . . . ;Lÿ 1. This is due to the fact that in the general
case a periodicity generates a series of equidistant peaks, the
Fourier half-spectra are represented in terms of numbers n
rather than the formal periods p �M=n.

The normalized half-spectra [see (3.40)] for 102 repeats
ATAAACT in the genome of Drosophila virilis are shown in
Fig. 7 (left panel). The right panel of the figure demonstrates
the corresponding spectra for a sequence obtained after 45%
random substitutions, with the probabilities being propor-
tional to the contents of the corresponding nucleotides in the
original sequence.

Now let in the sequence composed of 102 repeats
ATAAACT these repeats be consecutively numerated and
subdivided into even and odds. Then, let the nucleotides C be
replaced by G in a randomly chosen even repeats. The
replacements result in a characteristic modification of the
spectra for nucleotides C, when between the original high
equidistant peaks a series of equidistant peaks of lower height
arise (Fig. 8). The procedure can be interpreted as a partial
formation of the diblock complexes ATAAACTATAAAGT
or a partial doubling of the initial period. The procedure can
be continued, i.e., diblock 14-site units are numerated and
subdivided into even and odds, and a fraction of even
diblocks can then be modified analogously, etc. The proce-
dure results in a characteristic hierarchical system of
equidistant peaks and can be considered as a cascading
period doubling. In the following such a process will be
referred to as a multiplication of the initial period or a
formation of structural subharmonics. The process appears
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to be characteristic for genomicDNA sequences.We can state
that almost every well-pronounced period in the DNA
sequences generates structural subharmonics. In general, the
multiplication of the initial period is not necessarily doubling
and is specific for different genomes. In addition, the peak
positions allow one to determine the substitutions that are
responsible for the multiplication of the period (compare the
left and right panels of Fig. 8).

Another characteristic feature of genomic sequences is a
coexistence of different periodicities and, as a consequence,
the effects of mutual modulation. We explain the effect by the
elementary example of density variations of the type

Drm / cos

�
2pm
P

�
cos

�
2pm
p0

�
; �4:4�

where P4 p0. Such modulations result in splitting the period
p0 into two periods,

1

p1;2
� 1

p0
� 1

P
: �4:5�

Due to similar effects of mutual modulation, it is necessary
to consider not only a series of strictly equidistant
harmonics but also a series of harmonics with slightly
violated equidistance, i.e., each harmonic in an equidistant
series, Faa�qn�; . . . ;Faa�rqn�, is surrounded by a window of
width w,

Faa�kqn� � Faa�qkn�
! Faa�qknÿw�; . . . ;Faa�qkn�; . . . ;Faa�qkn�w� ; �4:6�

then, the harmonic with maximum height is chosen of all
2w� 1 harmonics in each window. The optimum choice of a
window width w depends on the character of modulations.

The use of window wworsens the resolution of the period.
Since

2p�np � w�
M

� 2p
p� Dp

� 2p
p

�
1� Dp

p

�
;

we obtain the estimate Dp � 2wp2=M for the period uncer-
tainty. Thus, longer periods should be investigated with
narrower windows. If we use windows beginning from the
kth harmonic onwards, then, taking into account the relation-
ship 2p�knp � w�=M � 2pk=�p� Dp�, we see that the uncer-
tainty is decreased, Dp � 2wp2=�kM�.

The main source of random modifications of repeats are
point mutations, which create a random background without
changing the period. The random insertions and deletions
result in variations of the period. In order to understand
qualitatively the role of these effects, let us average the
harmonic exp�iqkp�, where p is a random value, with respect
to the Gaussian distribution function with mean value p0 and
standard deviation


�Dp�2�,

exp�iqkp�

�
� �2p
�Dp�2��ÿ1=2 �1

ÿ1
dp exp

�
ÿ�pÿ p0�2
2

�Dp�2�� iqkp

�

� exp

�
iqkp0 ÿ

q2k

�Dp�2�
2

�
: �4:7�

From (4.7) we see that random variations of the period result
in stronger damping of harmonics with larger wave numbers.
As a result, in particular, only a few first harmonics or only
the first harmonic in a series may appear to be statistically
significant.

Thus, the hidden periodicity in a sequence can be revealed
by analysis of separate high peaks, the sums of equidistant
harmonics, or by combining both methods.

4.2 Criterion for statistical significance
of a hidden periodicity
In the following it is assumed that only the harmonics Faa�qn�
are considered and the amplitudes of harmonics are normal-
ized in accordance with (3.40). To obtain the criteria for
statistical significance of hidden periodicities, it is necessary
to use the grand multivariate probability density for a whole
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half-spectrum [see (3.11)],

p� f1; . . . ; fN� � exp�ÿf1 ÿ . . .ÿ fN� : �4:8�
For a number of identical tests the extreme value statistics
[100] should be taken into account, because the probability of
finding the greater value is higher for a longer series of
random numbers.

To begin with, consider the criteria for separate high
peaks and then, following [21], we consecutively complicate
the situation. The probability that the amplitudes of all
harmonics do not exceed a threshold value f, i.e.,
04 f1 4 f; . . . ; 04 fN 4 f, is given by

P� fn 4 f; N� � �1ÿ exp�ÿf ��N ; �4:9�

and the probability that at least one ofN harmonics exceeds f,
is complementary to (4.9),

P� fn > f; N� � 1ÿ �1ÿ exp�ÿf ��N : �4:10�

In applications, the 10% or 5% levels of statistical signifi-
cance are commonly used for P� fn > f;N�. To obtain an
approximate estimate, we can use the mean value and
characteristic variance. Since, by definition, the moments
h f mmaxi are given by

h f mmaxi �
�1
0

df f m
dP� fn 4 f;N�

df
; �4:11�

we obtain

h fmaxi �
XN
k�1

1

k
; �4:12�


�Dfmax�2
� � h f 2maxi ÿ h fmaxi2 �

XN
k�1

1

k2
: �4:13�

Equation (4.12) is a well-known result for ordered statistics
for random values with themultivariate Rayleigh distribution
[51]. If N4 1, then we have h fmaxi � lnN in accordance with
estimate (3.43), while


�Dfmax�2
�
approaches p2=6.

The sum of r harmonics, Sr, has the probability density
distribution [51]

pr�S� �
�1
0

df1 . . .

�1
0

dfr d�Sÿ f1 ÿ . . .ÿ fr�

� exp�ÿf1 ÿ . . .ÿ fr� � S rÿ1

�rÿ 1�! exp�ÿS� ; �4:14�

and the probability that Sr exceeds a threshold S is equal to

Pr�S� � P�Sr > S� �
�1
S

dS 0 pr�S 0� � exp�ÿS�
Xrÿ1
k�0

S k

k!
:

�4:15�
From (4.14) we obtain the mean value and variance,

hSri � r ;

�DSr�2

� � r : �4:16�

If we analyze Nr sums Sr such that each sum does not
include any harmonic contained in the other sums, then in
accordance with (4.9) and (4.10) we obtain that the prob-
ability of exceeding S by at least one of the sums is given by

P�Sr > S;Nr� � 1ÿ �1ÿ Pr�S�
�Nr : �4:17�

The expressions for the mean value and variance for a sum of
Nr different series are rather cumbersome and it is easier to
use (4.17) directly.

In the technique with windows [see (4.6)], the probability
that the sum of r harmonics does not exceed a threshold S is
given by

Pw�Sr 4S� �
�S
0

df1 pw� f1�
�Sÿf1
0

df2 pw� f2�

. . .

�Sÿf1ÿ...ÿfrÿ1

0

dfr pw� fr� ; �4:18�

pw� f � � dP� fn 4 f; 2w� 1�
df

;

P� fn 4 f; 2w� 1� � �1ÿ exp�ÿf ��2w�1: �4:19�

Working with expressions like (4.18), it is convenient to use
the Laplace transform,

Pw�Sr 4S� �
�a�i1
aÿi1

dl
2pi

exp�lS�
l

� Y2w�1
k�1

k

l� k

�r

; �4:20�

where a > 0. Thereby we get

hSr;wi � r
X2w�1
k�1

1

k
; �4:21�


�DSr;w�2
� � r

X2w�1
k�1

1

k2
; �4:22�

in accordance with (4.12) and (4.13). Indeed, the mean value
of the highest harmonic within the window of widthw is given
by (4.12) and the mean value of the sum of r highest
harmonics is determined by (4.21). We can easily generalize
(4.21) and (4.22) to consider the cases where different
harmonics in an equidistant set are surrounded by windows
of different widths.

Finally, we dwell upon the statistical significance for
structural subharmonics. Consider two sums of r1 and r2
harmonics, respectively. Further, suppose that the sums do
not contain any common harmonic and Sr1 � Sr2 � S is fixed.
Then the probability that the inequality Sr1 5S1 holds under
the above condition is given by [51]

P�Sr1 5S1jSr1 � S2 � S� �
� S
S1
dS 01 pr1�S 01�pr2�Sÿ S 01�� S

0 dS 01 pr1�S 01�pr2�Sÿ S 01�
;

�4:23�

where pr1�S1� and pr2�S2� are calculated in line with (4.14).
The mean values hS m

1 i are determined in the usual manner,

hS m
1 i � ÿ

�S
0

dS1 S
m
1

dP

dS1
; �4:24�

in particular,

hS1i � r1
r1 � r2

S ; �4:25�


�DS1�2
� � r1r2

�r1 � r2�2�r1 � r2 � 1� S
2 : �4:26�
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Consider now a set of equidistant harmonics f fn 0k 0 g,
k 0 � 1; . . . ; r, with the sum Sr being statistically significant if
the probability is calculated in accordance with (4.17). In this
set, choose a subset of harmonics k 0 � k; 2k; . . . ; r1k4 rwith
the sum Sr1 . Then we can consider the set f fn 0k 0 g as the kth
subharmonic, if the inequality

Sr1

Sr
>

r1
r
� 2

�
r1�rÿ r1�
r2�r� 1�

�1=2
; �4:27�

holds and Sr ÿ Sr1 is a statistically significant sum provided
that the probabilities are calculated in accordance with (4.15)
for rÿ r1 harmonics. In general, these conditions are only
necessary and imply that the distributions of harmonic
amplitudes in both groups of r1 and rÿ r1 harmonics are
approximately uniform (cf. Fig. 8).

4.3 Periodicity p=3 is a fundamental property
of protein-coding regions
The detailed analysis of all hidden periodicities in genomic
DNA is rather cumbersome [21, 26]. As was noted above, the
mechanism of period multiplication plays an important role
in the formation of a periodicity. Another important factor is
the effect of commensurability ± incommensurability, when
the incommensurable periods p1 and p2 generate the statisti-
cally significant periods P � n1p1 � n2p2, where n1 and n2 are
integers. Usually these effects manifest themselves only
approximately and in order to reveal them, we have to
analyze all four spectra faa�qn�, a 2 �A;C;G;T�. Thus, care
should be taken when searching for hidden periodicities using
the sum

P
a faa�qn� [82, 83, 85] or the product

Q
a faa�qn�

[101].
As an example, we consider the periodicity p � 3 which is

a universal feature of protein-coding regions [5, 41, 45] (this
property was checked by scanning all coding sequences in the
database). Since for PHIX174 almost all the DNA sequence
codes for proteins, the corresponding peaks at n � 1795 are
clearly seen in Fig. 3. With a few exceptions discussed in the
following, the peaks are retained for any of the three binary
sequences, R ±Y,W±S, K ±M (Fig. 9). We take into account
that in accordance with (3.13) for binary sequences the
following equalities hold: FRR�qn� � FYY�qn�, n 6� 0, etc.
The corresponding maximum relative heights (3.40) and the
harmonic numbers for different binary sequences are
fRR;max � 33:8, n � 1795; fWW;max � 35:0, n � 1797;
fMM;max � 35:7, n � 1797. The harmonic with n � 1795 for
the R ±Y sequence is the closest to the strict periodicity p � 3.

Like any other pronounced periodicity, the periodicity
p � 3 in the PHIX174 genome generates a cascade of
structural subharmonics [21]. For periods divisible by 3,
Fig. 10 shows the maximum ratios �Sr;w ÿ hSr;wi�=
h�DSr;w�2i1=2, which are calculated as follows. The high
harmonics with numbers 17874 n4 1803 in the vicinity
of the period p � 3 are excluded from the spectrum. The
subharmonics with the periods 3k �k � 2; . . . ; 20� corre-
spond to the set of equidistant harmonics beginning from
the number n giving the ratio M=n that is the nearest to 3k,
then, these harmonics are surrounded by windows of the
same width w [see (4.6)]. The average values of the sums
and the standard deviations for the sums of harmonics for
random sequences are calculated in line with (4.21) and
(4.22). Further, the widths of the windows are allowed to
vary within the ranges w � 0ÿ10 (k � 2ÿ9); 0 ± 8 (k � 10);
0 ± 5 (k � 11); 0 ± 4 (k � 12); 0 ± 3 (k � 13; 14); 0 ± 2

(k � 15ÿ20), then, the width is chosen such that
�Sr;w ÿ hSr;wi�=h�DSr;w�2i1=2 attains its maximum. Using the
criteria from Section 4.2, we find that the subharmonics with
periods p � 6, 18, and 54 are statistically significant. The
peculiar role of the period p � 6 may likely be due to the
contribution of the b-sheets in the protein structure (see
Table 1).
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Several hypotheses were suggested to explain the origin
and universality of the periodicity p � 3. The fundamental
role of this periodicity may be due to the evolutionary origin
of the genetic code and the domination of RRY [96] or RNY
[97] codons (R is a purine, Y is a pyrimidine, and N is any
nucleotide) at the early stage of molecular evolution. It is
essential that the periodicity p � 3 is also observed in
transport RNA (tRNA) [102], which plays an important
role in the synthesis of proteins on the messenger RNA
template [29]. In Ref. [103] the hypothesis was suggested
that the codons GCT are of great importance in determining
the correct framework for reading mRNA during protein
synthesis, however, the hypothesis fails to be proved by
experiments [104].

Due to the degeneracy of the genetic code and the fact that
the third positions in codons are of minor importance,
frequently these positions are occupied predominantly by a
nucleotide of the same type [105 ± 109, 57]. To illustrate this
phenomenon, we choose an example for which this effect is
especially pronounced. The collagen helix is composed of
repeating subunits consisting of three amino acids [29, 33, 34].
The first position is usually occupied by a glycine, which is
coded by the triplet GGN (G is a guanine), in the second
position there is predominantly a proline coded by triplets
CCN (C is a cytosine), and the third position is filled rather
arbitrarily. For coding DNA this means that the periodicity
p � 9 should be observed for nucleotides G and C. The
corresponding half-spectrum for fCC�qn� (accession number
for the DNA sequence is X52046 in the EMBL database) is
shown in Fig. 11, where we observe a typical series of
equidistant peaks. However, the spectrum fTT�qn� again has
a very high peak corresponding to p � 3. The example shows
that a thymine dominates in the third positions in codons
GGN and CCN.

For the most part, the DNA of PHIX174 codes for
globular proteins, while Fig. 11 shows the spectra for a
sequence coding for a fibrillar protein with a strongly
elongated structure [33, 34]. For completeness, we also show
a spectrum for a sequence coding for a transmembrane
protein, in which the polypeptide chain pierces a membrane
several times, so the part of the chain is within the intercellular
space, the other part is in the cytoplasma, and the rest is
within the membrane. The half-spectrum for the correspond-
ing sequence (accession number is U59464) coding for the
transmembrane protein PTCH is shown in Fig. 12. Only a
half-spectrum for A is presented, because all the spectra are
quite analogous. In the human genome there is a unique copy
of this gene, and mutations in it result in basal-cell cancer
[110, 111]. The data on the distribution of hydrophobicity
along the protein chain and the location of specific indicator
sequences lead to the conclusion that there are six cytoplas-
matic domains, five extracellular domains, and ten transmem-
brane domains in the protein molecule [112]. Thus, in
addition to a characteristic peak for the period p � 3, in the
region of small wave numbers we observe several high
harmonics which are due to the segmentation and mosaic
structure of the protein considered (see Fig. 12).

One more mechanism for generation of the periodicity
p � 3 was suggested in Refs [18, 21, 27]. Consider a double-
stranded DNA where a strand composed of purines R is
positioned opposite the complementary strand composed of
pyrimidines Y. Suppose that pyrimidines penetrate between
purines analogously to a zipper-like mechanism,

R . . .R

Y . . .Y
! RY . . .RY :

Suppose further that the process is consecutively repeated,

. . .R . . .Y . . .

. . .Y . . .R . . .
! . . .RY . . .YR . . . ;

etc. It is easily seen that these iterations can be represented as
the consecutive substitutions R! RY, Y! YR. As a result,
we obtain one of the well-known substitutional sequences,
namely, the so-called Thue ±Morse sequence, which was
introduced for the first time in number theory in 1906. The
spectral characteristics for this sequence are well investigated
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[113, 114]. In particular, it has been proved that the
periodicity p � 3 dominates. In such a model the mechanism
of period multiplication is realized. Fig. 13 shows the
spectrum for a sequence obtained after 12 consecutive
iterations beginning from R (M � 4096). We should also
point out several characteristic peaks in the region between
the periods p � 2 and p � 3, which are often observed in
DNA sequences. In the probabilistic realization of the model
[115], the spectra in the region of small wave numbers are
analogous to that of 1=q n-noise, thereby simulating the effects
of segmentation.

Thus, within the framework of the given mechanism, the
periodicity p � 3, the period multiplication, and other
features are the direct consequence of the complementarity.

The fragments from triplet repeats also play important
structural and regulatory roles in the human genome. The
proliferation of repeats (the increase in fragment lengths) can
result in serious genetic diseases [116 ± 118]. However, it is not
clear yet how specific in this sense (as against their function in
protein-coding regions) is the role of fragments consisting of
triplet repeats as compared with the numerous other families
of repeats.

4.4 Other periodicities
Of all other hidden periodicities in the genomic DNA
sequences, the periodicity related to the pitch of a DNA
double helix appears to be the most typical [38, 85, 119]. For
the exon-intron sequences in the human and mouse genomes
it was shown that in the histograms for distances between the
5 0 end of an intron and the 3 0 ends of the first and all
subsequent exons there are quasiperiodic variations of a
period p � 204ÿ205 [120]. The analysis of hidden periodi-
cities in exon-intron sequences prove that this periodicity is
quite frequently reproduced [26]. However, to be more
precise, we must speak about a set of approximately
reproducible periodicities within this range of lengths rather
than a unique periodicity. These periodicities are probably
related to the packing of DNA in nucleosomes. Since there
exist a variety of ways of molecular evolution, in different
genomes we observe that the periodicity p � 204 ± 205
manifests itself in different ways for different types of
nucleotides and can also be realized by the mechanism of
period multiplication. Also noteworthy is the role of the
commensurability ± incommensurability effects, indeed, the

periodicity p � 204 ± 205 covers approximately 20 pitches of a
DNA double helix in the B form.

In Ref. [121] it was pointed out that the hidden periodicity
p � 2 occurs frequently in introns. The fact indicates on the
modifications of the Z form and the possibility for dynamic
BÿZ transitions to occur (see Table 1). Fragments composed
of purines and pyrimidines alternating in a regular manner
are also found only in introns [122]. For flanking 5 0 and 3 0

fragments in exon-intron regions both periodicities p � 2 and
p � 3 are frequently observed [123]. However, these hidden
periodicities can be revealed only statistically and are not well
reproducible as compared to the periodicity p � 3 in protein-
coding regions. It is interesting to note that the periodicity
p � 2 occurs at the first iteration for the Thue ±Morse
sequence.

Let us consider once again the genome of bacteriophage
PHIX174. The inserts in Fig. 3 and Eqn (3.48) indicate that
there exist five large superperiods in the sequence considered.
Figure 14 shows the ratios �Sr;w ÿ hSr;wi�=h�DSr;w�2i1=2 for
equidistant series, which are consecutively generated begin-
ning from n � 3ÿ51. The high harmonics within the range
17874 n4 1803 are removed from the spectrum, and all
equidistant harmonics beginning from the third are sur-
rounded by windows of width w � 1. Only the results for C
are presented in Fig. 14 (for more details, see Ref. [21]). The
peaks for almost all n divisible by 5 are clearly seen in Fig. 14
thereby confirming a conclusion about the existence of five
large superperiods in the sequence. It is well-known that the
protein envelope (the capsid), which surrounds the circular
DNA of bacteriophage PHIX174, has the form of a regular
dodecahedron [95]. It is not unlikely that the superperiods
p �M=5 are related to the DNA packing and 5th-order
symmetry axes for a dodecahedron [124].

These examples illustrate the fact that the hidden periodi-
cities in DNA sequences contain a great deal of evolutionary
and structural information. Methods for reconstruction of
the randomly modified hidden repeats in an explicit form are
described in Refs [22, 25].

5. Analysis of correlations
in genomic DNA sequences

At the first stage of analysis of DNA sequences the problem
consists in splitting a sequence into segments with different
functions (protein-coding regions, tRNA-coding regions,
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satellite DNA, etc.). Then, at the second stage there is a
problem concerning the structural coupling between the
different segments. In this section we consider the applica-
tion of spectral methods to the analysis of correlations
between nucleotide positions in a sequence.

5.1 Method of sweeps in the spectra
for structure factors and correlation functions
To begin with, consider a simple case without preliminary
separation of the segmentation effects. The large-scale density
variations on scales comparable with the total length of a
sequence can be investigated with the help of the smoothed
standard deviations for correlation functions [see (3.53) and
Fig. 6] or the smoothed Fourier spectra:

efaa�qn� � �2k� 1�ÿ1
Xn�k

n 0�nÿk
faa�qn 0 � ; �5:1�

where faa�qn 0 � are defined by (3.40). The statistical criteria forefaa�qn� can be found in Refs [17, 18]. Here we consider the
problem in a more qualitative sense.

We explain the basic ideas with our standard example of
the PHIX174 genome. Fig. 15 shows the smoothed half-
spectra obtained for PHIX174 with k � 200 in (5.1). In the
region of small wave numbers in the spectra for A and T we
observe a steady tendency to increase as qn decreases and in
spectra for C andGa tendency (not quite regular) to decrease.
Following the standard terminology [125], we call such
behavior persistent in the first case and antipersistent in the
second case, respectively. Suppose a window of width
W � 1=qn is moving along the sequence, then, in the first
case we observe a tendency for the character of variations to
be preserved, while in the second case a tendency to change.

One of standard methods for the analysis of variations is
the method of Hurst's curves (or the method of normalized
sweep) [125]. Now we illustrate how the behavior of the
smoothed spectra is related to the behavior of Hurst's curves
[19]. Choose a site m and a window width m0. Defining the
average nucleotide density within the interval from m to
m�m0 ÿ 1 as

�ra � mÿ10

Xm�m0ÿ1

m 0�m
rm 0; a ; �5:2�

and then introducing a deviation,

Da�m; ~m� �
X~m

m 0�m
�rm 0;a ÿ �ra� ; m4 ~m4m�m0 ÿ 1; �5:3�

we determine a sweep

Ra�m;m�m0 ÿ 1� � max
m4 ~m4m�m0ÿ1

Da�m; ~m�
ÿ min

m4 ~m4m�m0ÿ1
Da�m; ~m�: �5:4�

Then, the sweepRa�m;m�m0 ÿ 1� is divided by the standard
deviation,

s�ra� �
�
mÿ10

Xm�m0ÿ1

m 0�m
�rm 0; a ÿ �ra�2

�1=2
; �5:5�

and the ratio Ra=s�ra� for each current value of m0 is
averaged over all sites m. The average ratio Ra=s�ra� is
compared with the analogous value hRa=s�ra�i obtained by
averaging over the ensemble of random sequences with the
same nucleotide composition.
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Figure 15. Smoothed half-spectra averaged over k � 200 harmonics [see (5.1)] for the PHIX174 genome.
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Figure 16 shows the dependences of Ra=s�ra�,
hRa=s�ra�i, and

D ln
�
Ra=s�ra�

� � ln
�
Ra=s�ra�

�ÿ ln
�


Ra=s�ra�
��

obtained for PHIX174with 104m0 4 1000.We observe that
the deviations D ln

�
Ra=s�ra�

�
for A and T are positive, while

for G and C they are mostly negative in accordance with the
behavior of the smoothed spectra in Fig. 15. Such behavior
can be understood by considering a spectrum of type
F�qn� / 1=q n with a constant exponent n. Then, for the
normalized deviation we obtain R=s / m

�1�n�=2
0 , hence, the

sign of the exponent n determines the deviations from the
dependence for random sequences. The dashed curves in Fig.
16 are obtained by averaging over 20 random realizations.
When averaging over m, we take into account that the
PHIX174 genome is circular and the position functions rm; a
are replaced by the cyclically continued functions r c

m; a [see
(3.8)]. The fluctuations in ln

�
Ra=s�ra�

�
for random

sequences increase with m0 and are about
�
D ln

�
Ra=s�ra�

�	2�1=2 � 0:01 for m0 � 100 and 0.05 for
m0 � 1000, hence, we attain the conclusion that the observed
deviations for D ln

�
Ra=s�ra�

�
are statistically significant.

The antipersistent behavior of Hurst's curve for C is in a
good agreement with the conclusion that there are about five
large superperiods for C (see Fig. 14), because quasiperiodic
variations may be one of the reasons for antipersistent
behavior. The fact that the dependence of D ln

�
Ra=s�ra�

�
on m0 is not monotone implies the existence of a number of
characteristic lengths (in the case considered these lengths are
about the gene sizes). Such non-monotonic behavior is typical
for other genomic DNA sequences as well [15, 19, 63 ± 65].
The curves in Fig. 16 show once again that we should begin
the study with the analysis of all four nucleotides. Indeed, for
binary subdivision R � �A;G� and Y � �C;T� the persistent
and antipersistent behavior of variations for A and G, and,
correspondingly, for T and C, can compensate each other
thereby weakening the large-scale variations.

Now we proceed to the analysis of mutual correlations
between nucleotides of different types. An integral estimate of

the significance for correlations between various nucleotides
can be obtained from (3.32), (3.36), and (3.38). For random
sequences the probability that a deviation

xab � k�FaajFbb; Mÿ 1� ÿ hkabi�
2

�Dkab�2��1=2 �5:6�

is within the range ÿx4 xab 4 x (or jxabj4 x), is given by

P
ÿjxabj4 x

� � 2pÿ1=2
�x
0

dx 0 exp�ÿx 02� � erf �x� ; �5:7�

then, the probability that jxabj > x is equal to

P
ÿjxabj > x

� � 1ÿ erf �x� : �5:8�

Choosing the thresholds P
ÿjxabj > x

� � 0:1 and 0.05, we find
x � 1:16 and 1.39, respectively, and now we can assess the
statistical significance of correlations observed in genomic
DNA sequences.

In applications it is essential not only to reveal significant
correlations or their absence but it is also important to
identify the source of the significant correlations. From the
structural point of view, the correlationsmay be caused by the
coincident hidden periodicities, large-scale density variations,
short-range coupling, or coherent point mutations. The
origin of correlations can be revealed with the help of the
method of sweeps in spectra for structure factors and
correlation functions [23, 27]. In this method the correlation
coefficients are calculated for a part of a spectrum,
k�FaajFbb; 14 n 04 n� and k�KaajKbb; 14m 00 4m0�, where
n and m0 are consecutively increasing from 1 up to N [see
(3.11)] (sweep from left to right). Analogously, the coeffi-
cients k�FaajFbb; n4 n 04N� and k�KaajKbb; m0 4m 00 4N�
are calculated, where n and m0 are consecutively decreasing
from N to 1 (sweeps from right to left). We recall that for
integral correlation coefficients the equality (3.35) holds,
however, the analogous equality fails to be true for a part of
a spectrum. Comparing the dependences for current correla-
tion coefficients on n andm0 when sweeping from left to right
and in the opposite direction, we can find the contributions of
different regions in the spectra and to reveal the main sources
of correlations. For example, if there are jumps in depen-
dences k�FaajFbb; 14 n 04 n� and k�FaajFbb; n4 n 04N�,
we get the conclusion that there exist coincident (in the case
of correlations) or shifted (in the case of anticorrelations)
periodicities. Due to mutual complementarity between wave
numbers qn and scales m0 for Fourier transform [see (3.6)],
m0 / 1=qn, it is possible to study the large-scale correlation in
detail using k�KaajKbb; m0 4m 00 4N�, because such correla-
tion coefficients contain only the correlation functions K�m 00�
withm 00 5m0, while for studying short-scale correlations it is
convenient to use k�FaajFbb; n4 n 04N�, because these
coefficients contain only the contributions of structure
factors with wave numbers qn 0 5 qn / 1=m0.

Figure 17 (left panel) shows the dependences of
krel � �kab ÿ hkabi�=hkabi [see (3.37)] in the case of correla-
tions A ±T in the PHIX174 genome. The `sweeps' for
krel�FAAjFTT� reveal the important role of the coincident
periodicity with p � 3 (cf. Fig. 3 and jumps at n � 1795 in
Fig. 17). The dependence of krel�KAAjKTT; m0 4m 00 4N�
on m0 indicates the significance of large-scale correlations
and a certain structural integrity of the genome as a whole.
Indeed, if we split the genome into fragments of length
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Figure 16. Hurst's curves for the PHIX174 genome. Also shown are

Hurst's curves obtained by averaging over 20 random realizations for

sequences with the same nucleotide composition (dashed curves).
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l � 500 (the mean gene size for PHIX174) and reshuffle the
fragments in a random manner, we obtain the dependences
shown in Fig. 17 (right panel). Additional growth for
krel�KAAjKTT; m0 4m 00 4N� at m0 4 500 indicates the
hierarchical structure of correlations, i.e., the correlations
within the genes appear to be stronger than the correlations
between the genes. In this sense a gene can be spoken about
as a structural unit.

The dependences in Fig. 17 show that the periodicity
p � 3 coherently runs through the clusters of several genes.
To confirm this conclusion, there exists a more direct method
consisting in studying the size-dependences for the three-
periodic harmonics faa�qn� [see (3.40)] calculated for the
subsequences of length L [20]. If structural coupling is
absent, we observe a quasirandom variation in the vicinity
of a constant value. On the contrary, if there exists coherent
coupling, then the height of faa�qn� increases with increasing
L. If the periodicity p � 3 is perfect, it follows that f / L. If
there are two segments of lengths L1 andL2, respectively, and
the periodicities p � 3 in the segments are shifted with respect
to each other, then f / �L2

1 � L2
2 ÿ L1L2�=�L1 � L2�. In this

case we observe a minimum at L2 � L1�
���
3
p ÿ 1� and a

characteristic tooth-like dependence. Finally, if a segment of
length Lc with the ideal periodicity p � 3 is adjoined to a
segment of length Lr with a random nucleotide distribution,
then f / �L2

c � Lr�=�Lc � Lr�.
These dependences for the binary sequences R ±Y

obtained for the genomes of the bacteriophages PHIX174
andMIG4XX (accession number J02454) and the RNA virus
TOEAV (accession number X53459) are shown in Fig. 18.
These curves indicate that there exists a structural coupling

and block association between several genes (for a general
discussion of similar mechanisms, see Refs [4, 5, 28, 29]). This
effect is partially due to overlapping of some genes in the
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Figure 17. Current normalized correlation coefficients for the method of sweeps in the structural spectra for A±T correlations in the PHIX174 genome.
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describing the inflation from right to left for the PHIX174 genome after random reshuffling of the fragments of length l � 500 are shown by dotted curves
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genomes considered. However, the blocks comprise non-
overlapping genes as well. If the PHIX174 genome is split
into segments of length l � 500 or 100 and the segments are
then randomly reshuffled, we observe that the structural
coupling is destroyed (Fig. 19).

One reason why we chose the MIG4XX genome is that
PHIX174 and MIG4XX occupy close positions on the
evolutionary tree. Both bacteriophages attack a bacterium
Escherichia coli and there is also a one-to-one correspon-
dence between the genes of PHIX174 and MIG4XX.
Nevertheless, the genomes differ strongly in their structural
characteristics [19] and the nucleotide compositions of the
corresponding DNA sequences. In accordance with the
general concept [95], the viruses (bacteriophages represent
a separate subgroup of viruses) can be considered as
`escaped' DNA. It is represented by short DNA fragments,
which can exist rather independently, although for replica-
tion they require the proteins of a host cell. Additional
analysis reveals that the large DNA fragments in PHIX174
and MIG4XX are mutually complementary [22, 25]. Since
this evolutionary mechanism is quite universal [4, 41], it is
useful to have it in mind when studying the correspondence
between DNA sequences for evolutionary close species
because the closeness of sequences is not necessarily
straightforward.

5.2 Analysis of correlations in segmented DNA sequences
In the analysis of DNA sequences, the problem concerned
with the structural coupling or the absence of such a coupling
between different elements of the mosaic structure of a
genome is of great importance. In this section we describe
the methods for analysis of correlations, with the effects of
segmentation being taken into account from the very
beginning [27].

Let a DNA sequence of total lengthM be composed of K
non-overlapping segments of lengths fLkg, �k � 1; . . . ;K�,

M �
XK
k�1

Lk : �5:9�

Determine the mean nucleotide density within each seg-
ment,

�r �k�a � N
�k�
a

Lk
; �5:10�

and introduce the differential position functions [cf. (3.1)],

~rm; a � rm; a ÿ �rm; a ; �5:11�

where �rm; a � �r �k�a if the site m is within the kth segment. The
Fourier harmonics are defined as follows:

ra�qn� �Mÿ1=2XM
m�1

~rm; a exp�ÿiqnm� ;

qn � 2pn
M

; n � 0; 1; . . . ;Mÿ 1 ; �5:12�

and all the other relationships are analogous to (3.5), (3.6),
(3.10), and (3.11).

The mean values for diagonal elements of the structure
factor hFaa�qn�i and correlation functions hKaa�m0�i are
obtained by averaging over the ensemble of random
sequences with the same lengths of segments fLkg and the
same nucleotide composition within each segment as in the
genomic sequence under consideration. The averaging within
each segment is performed independently and is defined by
(3.27) and (3.28). As a result, we obtain



Faa�qn�

� �Mÿ1XK
k�1

Lk
�F �k�aa

�
1ÿ sin2�qnLk=2�

L2
k sin

2�qn=2�

�
; �5:13�

�F �k�aa �
N
�k�
a �Lk ÿN

�k�
a �

Lk�Lk ÿ 1� �5:14�

and



Kaa�m0�

� � ÿXK
k�1

eK�m0;Lk� �F �k�aa

Lk
; �5:15�

eK�m0;L� � y�Lÿm0� Lÿm0

M

� y�L�m0 ÿM� L�m0 ÿM

M
; �5:16�

where y�x� is the Heaviside step function, y�x� � 1 if x > 0
and y�x� � 0 otherwise. Then, for the deviations

DFaa�qn� � Faa�qn� ÿ


Faa�qn�

�
;

DKaa�m0� � Kaa�m0� ÿ


Kaa�m0�

� �5:17�

we calculate the correlation coefficients for a part of a
spectrum and use the method of sweeps as was described in
Section 5.1. For the random segmented sequences the mean
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splitting it into fragments of length l � 500 and 100 and subsequently

reshuffling the fragments (dashed and dotted curves, respectively).
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values for integral correlation coefficients are given by



k�FaajFbb; 14 n 04N�� � hkabi � �F 2

ab
�Faa �Fbb

; �5:18�

�F �Mÿ1XK
k�1

�F �k�Lk ; �5:19�


�Dkab�2� � 1

N
; �5:20�

where the mean value �F �k� for each segment is calculated in
line with (3.14), whereM andNa are replaced by Lk andN

�k�
a ,

respectively [cf. also (5.14)].
The method is easily generalized for cases when segments

belong to different classes. For definiteness, we consider
alternating exon-intron fragments [29, 31]. An initial
sequence will be denoted as eiei . . . Then, we define the
differential position functions of two types, ~r �e�m; a and ~r �i�m; a,
where ~r �e�m; a is given by (5.11) if the mth site is within an exon
and vanishes otherwise. Such a function ~r �e�m; a defines a
sequence e0e0 . . . with intron fragments replaced by zeroes.
Similarly, we define a function ~r �i�m; a and a sequence 0i0i . . .
Then, using the functions ~r �e�m; a and ~r �i�m; a, the Fourier
harmonics ~r �e�a �qn� and ~r �i�a �qn� are calculated [cf. (5.12)],
and so on. To obtain the mean values hF �e�a �qn�i and
hK �e�a �m0�i, the summation in (5.13) and (5.15) is now
performed only over exon segments, and analogously, when
calculating hF �i�a �qn�i and hK �i�a �m0�i, only intron segments
are taken into account. Splitting a sequence into e0e0 . . . and
0i0i . . . allows one to study the correlations not only between
the separate segments but also to reveal the position effects
related to the distribution of lengths fLkg.

The correlation coefficients

k
ÿ
F �e�aa jF �i�bb ; 14 n4N

� � k
ÿ
K �e�aa jK �i�bb ; 14m0 4N�

and their analogues in the method of sweeps are of primary
interest. For the random segmented sequences we have the
following estimates:


k�F �e�aa jF �i�bb ; 14 n4N�� � 
k �eÿi�ab

� � 0 ; �5:21�
�Dk �eÿi�ab �2� � min

�
2

Le
;
2

Li

�
; �5:22�

Le �
X
exons

L
�e�
k ; Li �

X
introns

L
�i�
k : �5:23�

In this case the total number of random degrees of freedom is
approximately equal to max�Le;Li� as is seen from the
expression (5.22) for the variance. The statistical significance
for mutual correlations is estimated in terms of the Gaussian
variables

xeÿi
ab �

k
ÿ
F
�e�
aa jF �i�bb ; 14 n4N��
2

�Dk�eÿi�ab �2

��1=2 : �5:24�

The probability that the inequality jxabj > x holds for at least
one of s independent Gaussian variables is given by

P
ÿjxabj > x; s

� � 1ÿ �erf �x��s : �5:25�

For s � 16we obtain from this equation that the 10%and 5%
levels of statistical significance correspond to the thresholds
x � 1:92 and 2.04, respectively.

As an example, we consider the correlations between the
sequences e0e0 . . . and 0i0i . . . for the collagen gene (accession
number X52046) without the 5 0 and 3 0 flanking exon ± intron
pairs. Note that in this notation the spectra in Fig. 11
correspond to the sequence ee . . . obtained by splicing exon
fragments. The sequence under consideration is composed of
49 exons (with lengths fL�e�k g ranging from 54 to 295) and 48
introns (with lengths fL�i�k g from 82 to 1561), Le � 4163,
Li � 22448, M � 26611 [see (5.23)]. The integral correlation
coefficients are given in Table 2. The values of normalized
variables (5.24) are given in parentheses.

Corresponding to the strongest correlations Te ±Ci, the
dependences obtained by the method of sweeps are shown in
Fig. 20. The dependences for k�F �e�TT jF �i�CC� � k�F; TeÿCi�
demonstrate once again the structural coupling through the
periodicity p � 3 (see jumps at n � 8870). Analyzing the

Table 2. Cross correlation coefficients for structural coupling between
exons and introns in the collagen gene (X52046).

Ae Ge Te Ce

Ai

Gi

Ti

Ci

ÿ0.002
(0.12)
0.018
(1.33)
0.015
(1.15)
0.034
(2.57)

ÿ0.003
(0.23)
0.014
(1.05)
0.006
(0.48)
0.022
(1.68)

ÿ0.018
(1.36)
0.008
(0.60)
ÿ0.001
(0.08)
0.045
(3.38)

0.006
(0.46)
ÿ0.002
(0.17)
0.018
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Figure 20. Current correlation coefficients for the method of sweeps in the

structural spectra for Te ±Ci correlations in the collagen gene. The solid

curves describe the inflation from left to right, while the dashed curves

describe the inflation from right to left. Shown by the dotted lines are the

corresponding dependences obtained after random reshuffling of exons

and introns while preserving their alternation.
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dependence for k�K; TeÿCi� obtained by sweeping from left
to right, we observe a rapid decrease in correlations for
m0 5 103 and relatively weak residual large-scale correla-
tions, which are clearly shown by a dashed line correspond-
ing to the inflation of the spectrum for correlation functions
from right to left (Fig. 20b). When the exons and the introns
are randomly reshuffled while preserving their alternation, we
observe that the residual large-scale correlations at m0 5 103

are destroyed and the integral correlation coefficient is
decreased by a factor of 1.5 ± 2 (dotted lines in Fig. 20). A
random reshuffling of introns or exons alone gives a similar
effect. The dependences shown in Fig. 20 indicate the
existence of the hidden periodicity p � 3 in some introns
(direct analysis does reveal this periodicity in several introns).
Such intron fragments could dynamically bond to mRNA
thereby affecting the rate of protein synthesis [126].

The analysis of correlations in the different exon ± intron
sequences shows that there exists a variety of mechanisms for
structural coupling [27]. In addition to the coupling via the
periodicity p � 3, in the correlations there may be a contribu-
tions of p � 2 and other periodicities as well; the shifts
between the periodicities in exons and introns can also result
in anticorrelations (in this case the jumps similar those in
Fig. 20 are negative). In some cases, on the background of a
slow decrease of correlations on scales m0 � 103, on smaller
scales m0 � 102 we observe the characteristic correlations
indicating the stronger similarity between the structural
characteristics for some shorter segments.

The exact removal of introns during splicing is ensured by
a specific recognition of the boundaries between exons and
introns [29, 31]. At the boundary between the 3 0 end of an
exon and the 5 0 end of an intron there is a consensus sequence
A
C
AGjGTA

G
AGT, while the corresponding sequence for the

boundary between the 3 0 end of an intron and the 5 0 end of an
exon is (Y)11NYAGjN, where Y denotes a pyrimidine, N is
any nucleotide, and the vertical line indicates the position of
the boundary. The characteristic lengths of the approximately
conserved consensus fragments are about 10 ± 30 nucleotides.
However, we observe that the range of structural coupling
between exons and introns is much greater. The couplings
may be related to the packing of DNA into nucleosomes,
splicing mechanisms, regulation of protein synthesis, etc. [37,
120, 126, 26, 27].

The examples discussed in Sections 5.1 and 5.2 show that
the joint use of spectra for the structure factors and
correlation functions allows one to reveal a set of character-
istic lengths and to determine the mechanisms responsible for
the correlations observed. In addition, the spectral methods
appear to be practically unique among all known methods
allowing us to reveal and estimate quantitatively the sig-
nificance of rather weak effects of structural coupling
between different elements of the mosaic structure of a
genome.

6. Conclusions

The one-to-one correspondence [see (3.2) and (3.3)] and
mutual complementarity of scales, qn / mÿ1, mÿ10 [see (3.3)
and (3.6)] for the Fourier transform provide a complete
representation of the structural characteristics for DNA
sequences. Unlike, for example, the Markov chain theory
(Section 2.2), the spectral approach is not based on a priori
assumptions concerned with the character of regularity.
Moreover, the character of regularity and the nature of

mutual correlations are revealed during spectral analysis
based on the joint use of structure factors (3.5) and
correlation functions (3.6). The integral regularity of a DNA
sequence can be estimated in terms of the structural entropy
(3.44), (3.47). Spectral analysis reveals a wide range of
characteristic lengths, some of which are related to segmenta-
tion effects. If necessary, segmentation effects can be taken
into account from the very beginning (Section 5.2).

The local variations in the structural characteristics can be
studied with the use of the standard technique with windows
sliding along a sequence [5, 7, 8]. Using the methods of
filtration theory [91], we can filter out different characteristic
regions in the Fourier spectra, and solve an inverse problem
to find the structural features responsible for the singular
harmonics (cf. [19]). Such an approach can be useful in
preliminary studies of the segmentation, while the exact
positions of segment boundaries can be determined with the
use of a catalogue of the specific signal sequences.

In contrast with a purely statistical approach based on the
calculation of occurrence frequencies for different nucleotide
combinations [5 ± 9], spectral methods allow one to reveal a
number of reproducible structural features in DNA segments
with different functions. Indeed, in Ref. [45] the efficiency was
studied of more than twenty methods for the identification of
protein-coding regions. For windows of width w � 120 the
Fourier method appears to be themost efficient. It is followed
by the method based on the calculation of hexanucleotide
combinations. In the latter method we have to analyze as
many as 46 � 4096 values, while using the Fourier method we
can consider only a few harmonics in the vicinity of the
periodicity p � 3. It is essential that upon revealing reprodu-
cible structural features, we can understand the general
principles underlying the formation of genomic DNA
sequences and, as a result, obtain a basis for the development
of various evolutionary theories [4, 41, 96, 97]. From that
viewpoint, the DNA is a unique object; on the one hand,
DNA contains information on `modern' proteins, which are
interesting for medical and biochemical applications [29] or
even for development of new nanotechnologies [127], on the
other hand, the DNA sequences can be considered as the
annals of molecular evolution over about 4 billion years [4, 6,
9, 29, 41, 96, 97].

When analyzing all the sequences in a database, we should
remember that the initial stage of data accumulation is not
over yet. Only in the near future shall we obtain the complete
sequences for genomes of higher organisms. In many respects
the set of sequences available nowadays in databases is
dictated by medical, biochemical, and some other applica-
tions. The set is rather specific and is still far from being
statistically homogeneous. Therefore, the comparative ana-
lysis of different species and evolutionary studies require a
careful preliminary selection of the analogous data [4, 6, 8, 9,
29, 128]. We should also remember that DNA is organized in
a complicated hierarchical system, where each level is related
to the corresponding genetic and biological mechanisms (and
in this sense DNA is essentially different from homogeneous
fractals [125]). Based only on statistical considerations the
estimation of DNA sequence complexity without preliminary
reconstruction of the hierarchy may appear to be similar to
estimating electronic circuit complexity by the length of
connecting wires.

Within the framework of the spectral approach, it is
possible to attain a formal unification of the digital repre-
sentation of the data and similarity in statistics for random
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analogues of the spatial characteristics for protein Ca-back-
bones, distributions of physico-chemical parameters along a
polypeptide chain, and the structural characteristics of the
corresponding protein-coding DNA sequences [24, 129]. This
gives practically a unique opportunity for studying the direct
correlations between these values. The general mathematical
theory for structural analysis of spatial linear chains within
the framework of the spectral approach is outlined in [130].
Using the X-ray crystallography data, the relationship
between the spatial structures of Ca-backbones of proteins
and the distribution of physico-chemical parameters along
the protein chains was studied in Ref. [129], and it was
qualitatively shown in [24] that the DSrel for protein-coding
DNA depends on the regularity of the spatial protein
structure. A detailed study of the relationships between all
these characteristics is of fundamental interest and would also
allow one to understand how the spatial structure of a protein
molecule manifests itself in the protein-coding DNA
sequences.

The results of the structural analysis confirm a certain
structural integrity of the genomic DNA sequences. Despite
the huge material collected, in many respects the general
principles of genomic sequence formation are not clearly
understood yet. The understanding of the language of
genetic texts is far from complete. The ordering and the
selection of reproducible features should be followed by the
next stage of investigation concerned with the physical
mechanisms responsible for the structural features observed.
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